KM26 Magnetic level gauge
Helping to keep worldwide infrastructure at a safe level, day-in and day-out

Key features
- Engineered to Order
- No electric power
- Integrate transmitters, switches & accessories
- Adaptable solution
- Non-invasive magnetic indicator

Installation and service – fast & easy
- No field calibration
- 5 Year warranty
- Easy start-up and low maintenance
- Fully factory assembled with all quality reports

Industrial design and world class manufacturing
- NDE, PMI, NACE tests
- ASME U, UM, S stamping
- Wide range of applications: Oil & Gas, Petrochem, chemical, Power etc.

Wide environmental and process conditions
- RoHS 2.0
- ATEX
- PED
- EAC Ex
- IP 68
- -195°C to 537°C
- Upto 344 bar / 5000 psi

Advantages
- Full fabrication, assembly and accessories installed, tested and calibrated and shipped from factory results in lower cost of ownership
- No piping modifications or process interruptions to add transmitters and switches to a KM26 results in lower cost of ownership
- Superior float design results in increased accuracy of level measurement increasing the energy efficiency and throughput.
- Easy blow down or flush of chamber, no disassembly required; minimum spare parts requirements resulting in increase in productivity
- Fewer potential leak points, no hazardous liquids in the indicator; no glass under high pressure or temperature
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